
 
Supplies for the pendants: Diamond shape cutter (I modified a square cutter by pulling on 
opposite ends with pliers). Texture sheet. Sculpey Premo Accents in Silver and Rose Gold 
Glitter and sculpey Premo Poppy Seed. Ribbond clamps and pliers. Lisa Pavelka Magic Gloss. 
 
Roll your clay into sheets on the thickest setting of your pasta machine. Spritz water on the 
texture sheet and press firmly into each sheet of clay. Cut out one of each diamond and attach 
your ribbon clamps. Carefully compress the ribbon clamp into the clay and ensure good closure 
on both sides of the pendant. Bake your pieces according to the manufacturer’s instructions and 
allow to cool. Apply Magic Gloss and cure for 5 minutes. 

 
Supplies you will need for the necklace: Beading Wire, pliers, flush cutters, 4 crimp beads, jump 
rings. 20 gauge silver wire to create connections for the pendants.  Assortment of beads varying 
in size, a toggle clasp and two lobster clasps. Connect the diamond pendants together. 
Determine the length of the necklace you want. I determine the length of beading wire by 
placing the beading wire around my neck and holding where I would like my pendants to sit. 
Once you have the length cut the strand in half with a flush cutter and attach a crimp bead on 
one end of each strand 
 
 



Arrange your beads in a pattern to your liking. Make sure you have enough to repeat on the 
other strand. Finish the remaining wire with smaller beads and attach the crimp bead and toggle 
clasp. 
 

 
I decided to attach lobster clasps at the end of both strands. I made more pendants with the 
scrap clays all mixed and rolled out together. Cutters are available @ojoycreations. 
I really enjoyed this project and I love the idea of interchangeable pendants. 
Happy claying! 
 
 


